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ABSTRACT
River incision into bedrock drives landscape evolution and couples surface changes to climate and tectonics in uplands. Mechanistic bedrock erosion modeling has focused on plucking—the hydraulic removal of large loosened rock fragments—and on abrasion—the slower
fracturing-driven removal of rock due to impacts of transported sediment—which produces
sand- or silt-sized fragments at the mineral grain scale (i.e., wear). An abrasion subregime
(macro-abrasion) has been hypothesized to exist under high impact energies typical of cobble
or boulder transport in mountain rivers, in which larger bedrock fragments can be generated.
We conducted dry impact abrasion experiments across a wide range of impact energies and
found that gravel-sized fragments were generated when the impact energy divided by squared
impactor diameter exceeded 1 kJ/m2. However, the total abraded volume followed the same
kinetic-energy scaling regardless of fragment size, holding over 13 orders of magnitude in impact
energy and supporting a general abrasion law. Application to natural bedrock rivers shows that
many of them likely can generate large fragments, especially in steep mountain streams and
during large floods, transporting boulders in excess of 0.6 m diameter. In this regime, even single
impacts can cause changes in riverbed topography that may drive morphodynamic feedbacks.
INTRODUCTION
Bedrock river evolution shapes mountain regions and propagates changes in tectonics and climate throughout the landscape. Bedrock incision
is most often modeled using the stream-power
model (Whipple, 2004); however, this model does
not explicitly represent rock erosion processes
(Lague, 2010). Field observations and laboratory experiments indicate two main river erosion
processes, plucking and abrasion (Wende, 1999;
Whipple et al., 2000; Chatanantavet and Parker,
2009; Lamb et al., 2015). Plucking, the hydraulic
removal of large, fractured rock pieces, is a highly
efficient mechanism where shear stresses exceed a
block entrainment threshold (Miller, 1991; Whipple et al., 2000; Lamb et al., 2015). In contrast,
abrasion is the slower mass removal from massive rock through the creation and coalescence of
fractures from impacting sediment that eventually liberate fragments (Sklar and Dietrich, 2004;
Chatanantavet and Parker, 2009; Beer et al., 2017).
Abrasion has been proposed to be further
divided into wear (incremental, grain-by-grain
abrasion) and macro-abrasion (block fracture and
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chipping; Whipple, 2004). However, it remains
unclear whether two distinct abrasion regimes
exist, and if so, whether erosion rate laws differ
for these regimes. For instance, Chatanantavet
and Parker (2009) envisioned macro-abrasion
as a process whereby particle impacts generate
large rock fragments that can be removed via
plucking, leading to an erosion rate formulation
distinct from wear. Sklar and Dietrich (2004), in
contrast, did not distinguish between wear and
macro-abrasion and argued their abrasion relation should hold across a wide range of impact
energies. Even if a universal abrasion law exists,
distinguishing between wear and macro-abrasion
regimes may be useful, because fragment size
can influence sediment supply and morphodynamic feedbacks in channel evolution (Fig. 1A).
Significant insight into river abrasion has
come from controlled experiments (Sklar and
Dietrich, 2001; Scheingross et al., 2014; Small
et al., 2015), but typically under relatively low
impact energies, and fragment sizes were not
reported in those studies. There are standardized geotechnical studies on fracturing and crack
growth in brittle industrial materials (Atkinson,
1987; Hutchings and Shipway, 2017), but it is

unclear whether these can inform fragment sizes
generated in riverbeds. Despite the lack of macro-abrasion experiments, there are ample field
observations of chipping at edges and fragment
removal from massive rock (pieces exceeding
0.1 m), especially in rivers transporting cobbles
and boulders that impact with significant force
(Tinkler, 1993; Wende, 1999; Whipple et al.,
2000; Hartshorn et al., 2002; Lamb and Fonstad, 2010; Beer et al., 2017). Because large grain
impacts cause the greatest energy transfer to the
bed (Turowski et al., 2015), macro-abrasion may
be a major driver of bedrock river evolution.
We used laboratory experiments to explore
erosion and fragmentation in massive rock over
a wide range of impact energies to test for the
onset of macro-abrasion and to evaluate the erosion rate law in the macro-abrasion regime. We
hypothesized that previous experiments did not
report fragments because of small impact energies that limited their sizes (<10−5 J; Head and
Harr, 1970; Engel, 1978; Sklar and Dietrich,
2001; Scheingross et al., 2014), as compared
to boulder impacts in mountain rivers measured
at 102 J (Turowski et al., 2013).
METHODS
Our experiments produced large impact energies by dropping gravel and cobbles onto concrete
rock slabs through air, which has less drag than
water (Fig. 1B). Although water-transported grains
have ballistic trajectories due to saltation (Sklar
and Dietrich, 2004), abrasion rates are modeled
using the vertical component of their impact velocity (Bitter, 1963; Engel, 1978; Lamb et al., 2008).
Thus, our experiments provide a direct comparison
to abrasion theory. Moreover, viscous damping of
impacts by water is negligible for gravel (Lamb
et al., 2008; Scheingross et al., 2014), so drops
through air should not have affected the results.
We conducted seven experimental sets varying rock strength, impactor size, and drop height
to achieve a range of impact energies, while
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peated millimeter-accurate topographic surveys
of the blocks (see the Supplemental Material).
We collected abraded gravel-sized fragments exceeding 2 mm in their largest axis, calculated the
mean fragment volume per experiment, Vfrag.mean,
as the total volume of such fragments liberated,
Vfrag, divided by their number, nfrag, and calculated a representative average fragment diameter
as Dfrag.mean = 2(3/4 Vfrag.mean/π)1/3.
We further compiled data from previous
abrasion experiments, which spanned erosion

by bed load and suspended load of natural rock,
concrete, and foam (Head and Harr, 1970; Liu,
1981; Sklar and Dietrich, 2001, 2004; Scheingross et al., 2014), and calculated mean effective single-grain impact energies, εkin, and mean
abraded volumes, Va (see the Supplemental Material and Table S2). These studies did not report fragment sizes, but their descriptions are
generally consistent with wear, e.g., sand grains
liberated through fracturing of matrix cement.
To investigate the potential of macro-abrasion

A

Figure 1. (A) Field example of macro-abrasion
with different sizes of platelet-shaped sandstone fragments (Matalija Creek, California,
USA). 9-cm-long folded knife for scale. (B)
Sketch of macro-abrasion drop experiment
setup, showing hoisted cobble that will impact
an artificial sandstone block; schematic not
to scale. Measured variables are defined in
Figure S1A (see footnote 1), and sets of drop
experiments are summarized in Table S1.

holding other variables equal (Table S1 in the
Supplemental Material1). The impactors were
semirounded, granitic river gravels (impactor
diameter, Di, = 46–170 mm). Some experiments
used repetitive impacts from the same impactor;
others used a mixture of up to 21 impactors of
similar size. Targets were four homogeneous
concrete blocks of two different tensile strengths
(σt = 1.32 and 2.34 MPa; composed of 0.2 mm
sand and cement), laterally confined to resemble
infinite massive bedrock (see the Supplemental
Material; Fig. 1B). Although fracturing in natural bedrock also depends on preexisting heterogeneities and weathering (Hancock et al., 1998;
Scott and Wohl, 2019), our experiments focused
on fracturing from impacts.
We used a high-speed camera to measure
the kinetic energy of the impactor, εimp, and its
rebounding energy, εreb, and differenced these to
find the effective impact energy, εkin = εimp – εreb
(i.e., the energy lost during a collision due to
abrasive work; see the Supplemental Material
and Fig. S1). We measured total abraded bedrock volumes, Va, by vertically differencing re-
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Figure 2. Bedrock abrasion regimes. (A) Examples of sand produced by wear (<2 mm) and
fragments produced by macro-abrasion (on average 10 per experiment). (B) Mean fragment
diameter, Dfrag.mean, versus mean kinetic impact energy, εkin, for two clusters of impactor sizes.
(C) Dfrag.mean versus impact energy density (εkin divided by squared impactor diameter, Di2), and
calculated impact energy densities for prior experiments (Table S2 [see footnote 1]). Yellow
area marks the transition to gravel-sized fragments; dark symbols indicate drop tests without
fragment production (only wear). Some larger fragments chipped from protrusions late in the
experiments after some slab topography evolved (light-gray shaded symbols); these were
neglected from further analysis.
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in rivers, we compiled a database of reported
riverbed slopes, S, and water flow depths, H,
from natural bedrock river sections (Table S3)
and estimated the kinetic impact energy, εimp, for
their median transportable grain sizes, D50 (see
the Supplemental Material).
RESULTS
Most of the impact energy was consumed
plastically by damaging the rock slabs, with
only 5% (±4%) remaining in the rebounding
grains, so εkin = εimp. In low-impact-energy experiments (<5 J), abraded fragments resembled
the 0.2 mm concrete-constituent sand particles,
consistent with wear. However, with increasing
impact energy, we observed a transition to gravel-sized fragments with diameters >2 mm and
ranging up to 20 mm in their B axis (Fig. 2A) being of general platelet shape (Fig. S2). We used
the sand-gravel boundary diameter of 2 mm as
an arbitrary fragment reference size for the onset
of macro-abrasion, because it is 10-fold larger
than the concrete’s sand size (i.e., it was not
grain-by-grain wear; Whipple, 2004). The onset
of macro-abrasion was similar between the hard
and weak rock slabs, but it differed with impactor size, where smaller impactors produced
gravel fragments at smaller impact energies
(Fig. 2B). These data collapsed when the impact energy was normalized by the square of the
impactor diameter, Di2 (Fig. 2C), which might
be a reasonable proxy for kinetic impact energy
density (i.e., εkin normalized by the impact area).
A narrow zone of εkin/Di2 (1.9–3.4 kJ/m2) well
defines the transition to gravel-sized fragments,
irrespective of the exact reference diameter and
consistent with previous experiments producing
smaller fragments (Fig. 2C).
Despite the change in erosion behavior from
wear to macro-abrasion, total abrasion volume
did not change significantly across this transition, and it was not dependent on impactor size.
Instead, our results match those from previous
work in which the abrasion volume per impact,
Va, scales as Va ∝ εkin/σt2 over 13 orders of magnitude (Fig. 3). Higher abrasion volumes in the
macro-abrasion regime occurred by producing
more numerous rather than larger fragments
(Fig. S3).
DISCUSSION
Macro-abrasion in our experiments likely occurred by dissipative plastic deformation (i.e.,
brittle wear; Bitter, 1963), expressed in surfaceparallel tensile failure and spalling of platelets
(Fig. 2A; Fig. S2; Lange et al., 1984; Polanskey and Ahrens, 1990). We expect the earlier
onset of gravel-sized fragments for the small
impactors was due to higher energy density
(focused impact energy into a smaller contact
area; Fig. 2C), resulting in larger fractures developing. We did not observe macro-abrasion to
occur more readily or produce larger fragments

for the more brittle, higher-tensile-strength concrete. However, our experiments only spanned a
factor of ∼2 in σt, and future work may reveal a
rock-strength effect on fragment size. We found
a slight increase in average fragment size with
increasing εkin (Fig. 2C); this is counter to the
size decrease with increasing εkin observed for
much higher-energy impact and explosion experiments with dynamic fragmentation (Grady
and Kipp, 1985; Hogan et al., 2012).
Abrasion volume, Va, in the macro-abrasion
regime scaled similar as in the wear regime and
is a linear function of εkin/σt2 (Fig. 3). The tested
range of impact energies also is similar to natu-

ral bedrock rivers, thereby validating mechanistic models for fluvial abrasion (Head and Harr,
1970; Sklar and Dietrich, 2004; Lamb et al.,
2008; Scheingross et al., 2014) for both abrasion regimes. Others have proposed a logarithmic relation between Va and εkin/σt2 to account
for a threshold energy needed to initiate fracture
(Hogan et al., 2012). However, our results do not
support a threshold, suggesting abrasion occurs
by bedrock fatigue, i.e., cumulative growing and
intersecting fractures even from very small εkin
(Hogan et al., 2012; Hutchings and Shipway,
2017); though, we cannot rule out preconditioning in some of our experiments. The angularity

Figure 3. Bedrock erodibility over 13 orders of magnitude: mean total abrasion volume, Va,
versus normalized mean kinetic impact energy (i.e., εkin divided by squared tensile strength
σt2; Table S2 [see footnote 1]). Brown triangles show abrasion mill experiments with mostly
rolling steel balls; light gray-shaded data in macro-abrasion experiments are from chipping
and were excluded from regression.
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Figure 4. Bedrock river erosivity framework based on bed slope, S, and flow depth, H. Data
come from previously reported mean or flood flow depths (circles or diamonds; Table S3 [see
footnote 1]). Point size reflects median transportable grain size, D50. Shading indicates abraded
volume, Va, based on normalized grain impact energy εkin/σt2, if σt values were available (crossed
symbols otherwise). Yellow shaded area marks the transition from wear to macro-abrasion
regime, based on impact energy density, εkin/D502, for the generation of gravel-sized fragments
in our experiments (cf. Fig. 2C).

of impacting grains also c onditions a brasion
(Engel, 1978), as evident from the lower erosivity of mostly rolling and sliding steel balls
(brown triangles in Fig. 3; Liu, 1981). We would
expect the relation Va ∝ εkin/σt2 to hold for any
rock abrasion process driven by impacts, including erosion by debris flows (Stock and Dietrich,
2006), wave attack on coastal platforms (Cullen
and Bourke, 2018), rock fall, and eolian abrasion
(Anderson, 1986).
While our experiments were designed to
simulate impacts into a flat bed, we observed
larger fragments and higher abrasion rates due
to rock chipping at surface protrusions (Wilson and Lavé, 2014) that developed in the rock
slab’s center as some experiments progressed
(gray shaded data in Figs. 2B and 2C; Fig. 3).
Wear in rivers tends to smooth topography into
convex surfaces (Hancock et al., 1998), which
may inhibit chipping. However, for many rock
types, abundant irregularities and preexisting
fractures (Scott and Wohl, 2019) likely promote
chipping. Moreover, large instantaneous rock
abrasion from a single boulder impact can create
significant bedrock roughness (Fig. 4; Wende,
1999) and damage the surrounding rock (Tinkler, 1993). Increased bedrock roughness might
in turn promote feedbacks with flow turbulence,
the spatial distribution of bed-load impacts and
cover, and therefore influence channel evolution
(Beer et al., 2017).
Based on the transition to macro-abrasion as a function of impact energy density
(Fig. 2C), we defined an erosivity framework
applicable to natural rivers (Fig. 4). The generation of 2 mm fragments is an arbitrary
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reference value for macro-abrasion, but it is
useful for natural rivers. It is the boundary
between sand- and gravel-sized fragments,
sand, and silt that often constitute wash load
in mountain rivers, and most natural rocks are
composed of sand-sized or smaller mineral
grains; therefore, these factors comply with
the definition of wear (Whipple, 2004). Calculated grain impact energies from 125 bedrock
river reaches spanned 14 orders of magnitude
(10−2 to 1011 J), and almost 40% of them fell
into the predicted macro-abrasion regime (Table S3). This corresponds to rivers capable of
transporting coarse sediment (D50 > 0.6 m)
that can produce high impact energies (>1
kJ), stemming from large flow depths or
steep slopes. Using estimates of σt, rivers in
the macro-abrasion regime also showed the
highest expected abrasion volumes per impact
(exceeding 1 m3 in some cases; Fig. 4; Table
S3). Thus, while it is known that plucking in
fractured rock can remove blocks meters in
scale (Miller, 1991; Wende, 1999; Whipple
et al., 2000; Lamb and Fonstad, 2010; Anton et al., 2015), comparable instantaneous
erosion amounts might also occur in massive
rock due to macro-abrasion (Tinkler, 1993;
Hancock et al., 1998; Hartshorn et al., 2002;
Beer et al., 2017).
CONCLUSIONS
We conducted impact experiments on a
concrete bed to explore abrasion mechanics
using high grain impact energies similar to
those in mountain rivers. The transition from
the wear to the macro-abrasion regime, here

defined as the generation of >2-mm-diameter
fragments, occurred around an impact energy
density threshold of 1 kJ/m2. Despite the differences in fragment sizes generated in our experiments, the total volumetric abrasion rate followed the same scaling law with impact energy
as in wear experiments, validating usage of a
general abrasion mode for high impact energies in massive rock. However, erosion rates
were larger where bedrock chipping occurred
at topographic protrusions developed by macro-abrasion. We found that most (95%) of the
impactor’s kinetic energy was spent on abrasion work during the impact process; thus, the
common approximation of εkin ∼ εimp appears to
be valid. Many natural bedrock rivers are likely
in the macro-abrasion regime, specifically those
capable of transporting boulders (D50 > 0.6 m).
In these rivers, even single impacts can cause
significant topographic change and may drive
morphodynamic feedbacks differing from those
in the wear regime.
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